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Abstract. New description of two-level atom states as well as spin-1/2 

states by means of standard probability distribution is constructed. It is 

used as alternative of wave functions and density operators. The quantum 

suprematism picture of the states in terms of Malevich's squares triada is 

presented.  

The states of quantum systems are described by wave functions and density matrices. The 

complex wave function of the system corresponds to state vectors  belonging to a 

Hilbert space of  the system states. The density matrix corresponds to the density operator  

acting in the Hilbert space. For example, the state vector   of a two-level atom state 

(also spin-1/2 state) has two complex components  and   satisfying the normalization 

condition . Recently new representation of quantum states (tomographic 

probability representation) was suggested for systems with continious variables (like 

quantum oscillator) [1] and for systems with discrete variables like spin-systems [2,3]. In 

this representation the states are associated with standard probability distributions like 

states in classical statistical mechanics.  

The aim of this paper is to present the probability representation on example of qubit 

states. We use the simplest version of the tomographic probability representation where the 

probability distributions which are associated with two-level atom states are probabilities of 

dichotomic random variables. Such variables correspond to probabilities of coin positions 

"up"  and "down". The geometrical picture illustrating the qubit states was recently [4] 

presented in the form of triada of Malevich's squares (black, red and white). The triada 

describes all possible pure states with state vector   and all mixed states with the 

density operator . 

The construction of probability representation is based on using eigenstates of the Pauli 

matrices with the corresponding density matrices of the form  

 

According to Born rule  for arbitrary state of spin-1/2 system with density matrix   the 

probabilities to have in this state spin projection on the axis x, y, and z equal +1/2, 
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respectively reads:   In view of this the 

matrix $\rho$ can be expressed in terms of the three probabilities, i.e. 

 

One can see that this matrix satisfies all the properties of the density matrix: , 

 and eigenvalues of the matrix are non-negative which means that the probabilities 

 must satisfy the additional inequalities due Sylvester's criterion 

 

This inequality means that the spin-1/2 projections on x, y, z-axis are not independent. Thus 

the states of the qubit (spin-1/2 or two-level atom system) are described by the probability 

vector  with three components . It means that we constructed the invertable map 

of density matrix  into the probability vector  The state vector  in the 

probability representation is expressed in the form of vector with components  and  

 

which are expressed in terms of three probabilities. We used the new formula  

 

For pure qubit states these expressions correspond to equality in Eq.(3). The representation 

of density matrix  in quantum suprematism picture means that we use three squares 

constructed on triangle with vertices A, B, C. The vertices A, B, C are situated on sides of 

equilateral triangle with side length equal to . The length  of the k-th side of the 

triangle A,B,C is expressed in terms of probabilities  as follows : 

 

The sum of the areas of three Malevich's squares is 

 

There is one-to-one correspondence of the qubit state and the triada of Malevich's squares 

[4]. Maximal value of the areas equals due to inequality (3) to 3. The minimal value equals 

3/2. For classical states of three coins for which we have no restriction on probabilities (3) 

the maximal value of Malevich's squares area equals 6. This difference corresponds to 

presence of quantum correlations of spin-1/2 projections on axes x, y, z for quantum system 

(qubit). The correlations are absent for classical system of three coins. The developed 

approach to replace the usual description of quantum states by state vectors and density 

matrices by probabilities can be generalized for arbitrary quantum systems.  
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